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the model-theoretic investigation of wreath products.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
This paper is the first in a series devoted to a solution of the following
problem, posed in [1, 2].
Problem. Given integers 2nr and a set X with r elements, find the
least integer d for which there are two disjoint multisets [E1 , ..., Ed] and
[E$1 , ..., E$d] of equivalence relations on X, such that each relation has at
most n classes, at least one of them actually has n nonempty classes, and for
each x # X the restrictions of the Ej to X&[x] coincide in some order with
the restrictions of the E$j to X&[x].
We denote the least such d by $(r, n).
The above problem arises in connection with the study of what is called
the arity of a finite permutation group G. The arity is the smallest k such
that for all mk the G-orbits of m-tuples are determined by the G-orbits
of k-tuples of their elements. It is shown in [2] that, for the relatively
simple case of wreath products of symmetric groups acting naturally,
determining the arities is equivalent to determining the values of $(r, n).
It is easy to see [2] that $(r, 2)=2r&2 when r is even, while $(r, 2) is
undefined when r is odd. Some other values of $ for small r and n are
indicated in [1, 2], for example, $(3, 3)=3. In general, upper bounds on
$(r, n) may be obtained by giving appropriate examples of multisets of
equivalence relations. Using a series of such examples, upper bounds on
$(r, n) are established in [2] for all cases when n3, and it is conjectured
that these bounds are actually the exact values.
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The purpose of the present series of papers is to establish all the values
of $(r, n). Our results will confirm the conjectured values when n=3 or 4,
while for larger n we confirm some of the conjectured values and refute
others. Specifically, our ultimate purpose is to establish
3 for r=3
3(2r&3&1) for odd r5
$(r, 3)={2r&1&2r&4&3 for even r4, r{4, 83 for r=4
108 for r=8
$(r, 4)=2r&2&1, for odd r5
$(r, n)=2r&n2&1 for r and n both even
$(r, n)=3 } 2r&(n+5)2 for r even, n5 odd
$(r, n)=3 } 2r&(n+3)2 for r and n both odd, r=n
$(r, n)=9 } 2r&(n+7)2 for r and n both odd, r>n>3
$(r, n)=7 } 2r&n2&3 for r=n+1, n6 even;
and for n=6, r11 odd
$(r, n)=27 } 2r&n2&5 for r odd, n even, rn+3, n8;
and for (r, n)=(9, 6).
In this first paper of the series we focus on the values of $(r, 3). Our task
is to show that the conjectured values are lower bounds on $(r, 3). In doing
so we can count the relations in each multiset according to their multi-
plicities, but we shall in fact establish somewhat more than is required by
proving
Theorem. If n=3 and E1=[E1 , ..., Ed] and E2=[E$1 , ..., E$d] are multi-
sets satisfying the conditions of the above problem for a set X with r
elements, then the number of distinct relations in E=E1 _ E2 is at least
6(2r&3)&6 for r5 odd
2r&2r&3&6=7(2r&3)&6 for r4 even, r{4, r{8
6 for r=4
216 for r=8.
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In proving the theorem it will be convenient to think of all the relations
in E as having three classes, some of which may be empty. With this under-
standing, we note that for any relation R in E and x # X, there is a relation
R* in E distinct from R that is obtained from R by moving x to a different
class. We will refer to relations obtained from one or more uses of this
observation as being obtained by moving certain elements of X, or by
movability.
For example, using movability it is easy to see that for r=4 there must
be at least 6 distinct relations in E. (Consider two cases, depending on
whether or not there is a relation in E that has a class with at least three
elements.) So in proving the theorem we may assume that r5.
We will say that E has the property of 2-togetherness if for every two
elements x, y # X, E contains a relation in which x and y lie in the same
class. We will say that E has the property of 3-apartness if for every three
elements x, y, z # X, E contains a relation in which x, y and z all lie in
different classes. We will prove the Theorem by considering three cases:
Case I. 2-togetherness and 3-apartness both hold
Case II. 2-togetherness fails and 3-apartness holds
Case III. 3-apartness fails.
It may be helpful to the reader to have in mind the examples from [2]
that establish the upper bounds 3(2r&3&1) and 2r&1&2r&4&3, so we
recall those examples here.
For odd r5 we take a set X=Y _ [a, b], where |Y|=r&2. We let E
consist of all partitions of X into 2 or 3 nonempty classes such that Y is
partitioned into 2 nonempty classes and a and b are not in the same class.
We may choose E1 and E2 by taking any relation R in E and letting E1
(respectively E2) consist of those relations that may be obtained from R by
making an even (respectively odd) number of moves. Each of E1 , E2 has
3(2r&3&1) elements.
For even r4 we start with a relation R in which a set X of cardinality
r is partitioned into a 3-element subset I and its complement J=X&I, and
we have an empty class C. We let E consist of all relations that may be
obtained from R either by moving all of I but none of J to C, or by moving
at least one element from I and at least one element from J to C. E1
(respectively E2) consists of those relations in which an even (respectively odd)
number of elements are moved. Each of E1 , E2 has 2
r&1&2r&4&3 elements.
1. CASE I
If SX and we consider a nontrivial partition P of S induced by some
relation in E, then P determines three possible positions that an element of
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X&S may occupy relative to the members of S. We refer to these positions
as P-positions, and we say that an element x # X&S roams on P, or is a
roamer on P, if there are three relations in E that induce P on S and place
x in the three different P-positions. We say that x is confined on P, or
P-confined, if x achieves only two P-positions when we consider all the
relations in E that induce P.
We shall be working with these ideas primarily in situations where S
consists of two or three elements. We begin with a series of three lemmas
designed to produce relations in E.
Lemma 1.1. Let x, y # X and let P be the nontrivial partition of [x, y].
(i) Every q # X&[x, y] roams on P.
(ii) Let z # X&[x, y] and let P1 and P2 be two partitions of [x, y, z]
obtained by placing z in two different P-positions. Then if q # X&[x, y, z]
and q is P1 -confined and P2 -confined, the two P-positions to which q is con-
fined on P1 cannot be the same as the two to which q is confined on P2 . Con-
sequently we may denote by ?q1 and ?q (respectively ?q2 and ?q , ?q1 {?q2)
the two P-positions to which q is confined on P1 (respectively P2).
Proof. (i) By 2-togetherness, q occurs with x in some relation in E,
hence in one with x, y apart, by movability. Likewise, q occurs with y.
Finally, x, y, q occur apart by 3-apartness.
(ii) If q were P1 -confined and P2 -confined to the same two P-posi-
tions, then q would be P-confined to these two positions, for in any rela-
tion inducing P we can always move z if necessary to achieve P1 or P2 .
Lemma 1.2. Let x, y, z # X, let P be the nontrivial partition of [x, y],
and let P1 , P2 , P3 be three partitions of [x, y, z] obtained by placing z in
three different P-positions.
(i) If every element of X*=X&[x, y, z] is P1 -confined and P2 -con-
fined then we have in E exactly 2r&3 distinct relations inducing each of P1
and P2 , and we may remove one relation from each set so that by moving z
to the third P-position in the remaining relations we get 2(2r&3&1) distinct
relations in E inducing P3 .
(ii) If X* contains an element that roams on P1 and an element that
roams on P2 , and if there are k1 elements in X* that are both P1 -confined
and P2 -confined, then we have in E at least 6(2k&1)2r&4&k distinct rela-
tions inducing P3 . Without the assumption that there is a roamer on P2 we
have at least 5(2k&1)2r&4&k.
(iii) If p and q are elements of X* that are both P1 -confined and
P2 -confined, then both p and q roam on P3 .
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Proof. (i) We obtain 2r&3 relations inducing P1 by moving each
q # X* to ?q1 or ?q at will. For any of these relations except that with every
q at ?q , if we move z we must achieve P3 because no relation in E with
some q at ?q1 can induce P2 . Thus we obtain 2r&3&1 distinct relations
inducing P3 in which some q # X* is at ?q1 but no q is at ?q2 . Likewise we
obtain 2r&3&1 in which some q is at ?q2 but no q is at ?q1 .
(ii) Let t # X* be a roamer on P1 and let QX* be a set of k
elements that are P1 -confined and P2 -confined. Starting with a relation in
E that induces P1 and has t in any of the 3 possible P1 -positions, there are
2k&1 ways in which we may place the elements of Q so that at least one
q # Q is at ?q1 and no q # Q is at ?q2 , and then we may place the remaining
r&4&k elements of X* in 2r&4&k ways. If we move z in any of the rela-
tions so obtained, we must achieve P3 . Repeating the preceding argument
on P2 concludes the proof, noting that if there is no roamer on P2 then the
3 gets replaced by a 2.
(iii) The argument in (i) shows that there are relations in E inducing
P3 and having p at ?p1 and q at whichever of ?q1 or ?q we wish, and
likewise relations having p at ?p2 and q at whichever of ?q2 or ?q we wish.
Thus q roams on P3 . Similarly, so does p.
Lemma 1.3. Let P1 be a partition of [x, y, z] inducing the nontrivial
partition of [x, y].
(i) If t, p, q # X* all roam on P1 and P11 , P12 , P13 are the partitions
of [x, y, z, t] obtained by placing t in all 3 P1 -positions, then if p and q are
P11 -confined and P12 -confined, p and q both roam on P13 .
(ii) If X* contains 3 (respectively 4) elements that roam on P1 then
there are in E at least 3.5(2r&4) (respectively 3.75(2r&4)) distinct relations
inducing P1 .
Proof. (i) The proof is essentially the same as that of part (iii) of
Lemma 1.2, arguing in terms of the P1-positions to which p and q are
confined on P11 and P12 .
(ii) Suppose first that for some roamer t on P1 there are two parti-
tions P11 and P12 of [x, y, z, t] for which roamers exist. Then the number
of distinct relations in E inducing P1 is at least 3(2r&5)+3(2r&5)+
2r&4=4(2r&4), as we see by considering, for each possible placement of t,
the possible placements of the remaining r&4 elements of X*.
Assume now (using part (i)) that for every roamer t on P1 there is
exactly one P1 -position of t for which a roamer exists. Then by part (i) all
roamers on P1 other than t itself roam on this one position of t. Denote
this position of t by _t and the other two by _t1 and _t2 , and do likewise
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for all other roamers on P1 . Note that for any other roamer u on P1 , we
have a relation in E that induces P1 and has u at _u and t at whichever of
_t1 or _t2 we wish, so with t at either _t1 or _t2 the two positions to which
u is confined are _u and one of _u1 or _u2 . We may assume that the
positions are so labelled that with t at _ti , i=1, 2, every other roamer u is
confined to the positions _ui and _u .
Suppose now that we have four roamers p, q, u, t on P1 . There are rela-
tions in E inducing P1 and placing p at _p , q at _q , and (with t at _ti)u at
whichever of _ui or _u we wish. So with p at _p and q at _q , u roams. Thus
the number of relations in E inducing P1 is
2r&4+2r&4+the number with p at _p
=2r&4+2r&4+[2r&5+2r&5+the number with p at _p and q at _q]
2r&4+2r&4+[2r&5+2r&5+3(2r&6)]=3.75(2r&4).
If on the other hand we have only three roamers on P1 then the number
of relations in E inducing P1 is at least
2r&4+2r&4+3(2r&5)=3.5(2r&4).
We now begin the analysis of Case I by noting that if we start with any
relation in E we may empty out one of its classes by movability, and since
r5 we thus obtain a relation in E in which there is a class with at least
three elements. Choosing three elements a, b, c from this class, it follows
from movability and 3-apartness that there are in E relations inducing each
of the following partitions of [a, b, c] (we use vertical bars to separate
equivalence classes, and we abuse notation by omitting commas and set-
building braces):
a | b | c ac | b a | bc ab | c abc.
Throughout this section we will refer to these partitions of [a, b, c] as con-
figurations IV, in the indicated order, and we shall proceed by considering
the number of distinct relations in E that induce each of these configura-
tions.
Using movability and considering the placement of the r&3 elements of
X$=X&[a, b, c] we see that each of configurations IIV is induced by at
least 2r&3 distinct relations, and configuration V by at least 2r&4. If we
define the weight w(C) of a configuration C to be the ratio of the number
of distinct relations in E inducing C to 2r&4, then w(I ), ..., w(IV) are each
at least 2 and w(V)1. We define the weight w(E) of E to be the sum of
the weights of all five configurations.
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We always have w(E)9, and this proves our Theorem for r=5 in
Case I, because 9(2r&4)=6(2r&3)&6 when r=5. For the remainder of this
section we assume that r6.
To conclude the proof for Case I it would more than suffice to show that
w(E)12 for odd r7 and that w(E)14 for even r6. Sometimes we
can get away with showing slightly less, because of the ‘‘&6’’ terms in the
statement of the Theorem. For example, for r=6 it will suffice to show that
w(E)12.5. For r=8, we see that w(E)13.5 will do.
The following will be useful in dealing with even r’s.
Lemma 1.4. If r is even then w(V)1.5.
Proof. It will suffice to show that there is a relation in E inducing V in
which some element x # X$ occurs with abc, for then if we count relations
in which x is with abc and relations in which it is not, we get at least
2r&5+2r&4=1.5(2r&4) distinct relations.
So suppose for a contradiction that in every relation in E inducing V no
element of X$ occurs with abc. Let E1 and E2 be the two disjoint multisets
of relations comprising E, and start with a relation R1 in E1 , say, that
induces V. If we move any element of X$ then by assumption it can only
move to the other class not containing abc, so by the properties of E the
new relation R2 so obtained must be in E2 . Continuing in this way until we
have moved all the elements of X$ we get a relation Rr&3 which must be
in E2 because r&3 is odd. But Rr&3 is R1 , which is in E1 .
We will focus our attention primarily on the weights of configurations
IIV. We call one of these configurations C good if at least one element of
X$ roams on C, and we call C bad if every element of X$ is confined on C.
Note that if C is good then w(C)3.
We now consider two subcases depending on how many of IIV are
good.
Subcase IA. At least 3 of IIV are good.
In this subcase we have w(E)12, and when r is even w(E)12.5 by
Lemma 1.4. By the preceding discussion we thus have
Proposition 1.5. The Theorem holds in Subcase IA if r is odd or r=6.
The situation for even r8 requires a closer analysis.
By a triple of configurations we mean any 3 of IIV obtained by choosing
two elements x, y # [a, b, c], taking the nontrivial partition x | y of [x, y],
and allowing the third element z of [a, b, c] to roam on x | y. Thus a triple
consists of I together with any two of IIIV. We now apply Lemma 1.2(iii)
to triples.
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Proposition 1.6. If all of IIV are good then the Theorem holds in
Case I for even r8.
Proof. If all of IIV are good and r is even then W(E)13.5 by
Lemma 1.4, so as remarked above the Theorem holds for r=8. Now
assume r10. We claim that one of IIV has weight at least 3.5, so
w(E)14, concluding the proof.
If X$ has 3 elements that are confined on both I and II, then these 3
elements roam on both III and IV, as we see by considering the triples I,
II, III and I, II, IV and applying Lemma 1.2(iii). Thus each of III and IV
has weight at least 3.5, by Lemma 1.3(ii).
If for any 3 elements of X$ at least one of them roams on I or II, then
since |X$|7 because r10, one of I or II has 3 roamers and hence weight
at least 3.5.
Proposition 1.7. The Theorem holds in Subcase IA.
Proof. We must deal with even r8 in the situation where exactly 3 of
IIV are good.
First suppose that I is bad and IIIV are good. If each of IIIV has at
least 3 roamers in X$ then each of IIIV has weight at least 3.5, so
w(E)14 by Lemma 1.4 and we are done. If one of IIIV has at most 2
roamers let C1 be such a configuration and let C2 and C3 be the other two.
Then either of C2 or C3 forms a triple with I and C1 , so since at least 5
(respectively 3) elements of X$ roam on neither I nor C1 if r10 (respec-
tively r=8), at least 5 (respectively 3) elements of X$ roam on both C2 and
C3 if r10 (respectively r=8), by Lemma 1.2(iii). Thus by Lemma 1.3(ii)
each of C2 and C3 has weight at least 3.75 if r10 and at least 3.5 if r=8.
So w(E)14 if r10 and w(E)13.5 if r=8, and we are done if IIIV are
good.
Suppose now that one of IIIV is bad, say C1 , and the other two, C2
and C3 are good, as is I. We deal first with r10.
Either of C2 or C3 forms a triple with I and C1 , so if we have 4 elements
of X$ that are confined on I then all 4 roam on both C2 and C3 , so each
of C2 , C3 has weight at least 3.75, so w(E)14 and we are done. Thus we
can assume that X$ does not contain 4 elements confined on I, so since
|X$|7 there are at least 4 elements in X$ that roam on I, and conse-
quently w(I )3.75.
Consider now which elements of X$ roam on C2 , or C3 . If either of these
has 4 roamers it has weight at least 3.75, and using w(I )3.75 we get
w(E)14. If C2 and C3 have 3 roamers each then each has weight at least
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3.5, so w(E)14.25. These two observations show that we are done if we
have 6 elements of X$ each of which roams on either C2 or C3 .
So assume that there are at most 5 such elements and thus we have 2
elements of X$ that are confined on both C2 and C3 . Since C2 and C3 are
both good we can apply Lemma 1.2(ii), with k=2, to conclude that there
are in E at least 6(22&1)2r&6=4.5(2r&4) distinct relations inducing I.
Thus w(E)4.5+(3+3+2+1.5)=14 and we are done if r10.
If r=8 we first argue as we did three paragraphs back to show that we
can assume that at least 3 elements of X$ roam on I, so w(I )3.5. We then
observe that if every one of the 5 elements of X$ roams on either C2 or C3 ,
then one of these configurations has at least 3 roamers, hence weight at
least 3.5, so w(E)13.5 and we are done. So we may assume that some ele-
ment d of X$ is confined on both C2 and C3 . If there are two such elements
we may proceed as above to show that w(E)14, so we may assume that
each of the 4 elements of X$&[d] roams on either C2 or C3 . If either of
C2 or C3 has 3 roamers we have w(E)13.5 as above, so we may assume
that e, f are confined on C2 . Then d, e, f are all confined on C2 and on the
bad configuration C1 , so applying Lemma 1.2(ii) with k=3, P1=C2 ,
P2=C1 , we conclude that E contains at least 5(23&1)2r&7=35(2r&7)
=4.375(2r&4) distinct relations inducing I, so w(E)13.875 and the proof
is complete.
Subcase IB. At least 2 of IIV are bad.
Our main objective will be to show that Subcase IB cannot occur if r9.
In doing so we can without loss of generality confine our attention to two
scenarios: that where II and III are bad and that where II and I are bad.
Scenario 1. II and III Are Bad.
If P is the nontrivial partition of [a, b] then let us denote the 3 possible
P-positions of an element of X$ by a, b, and n (i.e., ‘‘with a,’’ ‘‘with b,’’ and
‘‘with neither’’). By Lemma 1.1, every element of X$ is II-confined to two
of these positions, and III-confined to two, but not the same two. Thus
every element of X$ is of one of six types. For example, we will refer to an
element that is II-confined to b and n and III-confined to a and n as an
element of type b, n; a, n.
Lemma 1.8. In Scenario 1:
(i) X$ cannot contain 3 elements of the same type.
(ii) If 2 elements of X$ have the same type then they must both be of
type b, n; a, n.
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Proof. (i) Let p, q, t be 3 elements of X$. By 3-apartness there is a
relation in E in which p, q, t are all in different classes. Hence by movability
there is such a relation with a and b apart, and thus there is one inducing
II or III. So on one of II or III, p, q, t are not all confined to the same two
positions.
(ii) Suppose p, q # X$ have the same type. By 3-apartness and
movability there is a relation in E inducing II or III in which p, q, a are all
apart. Thus on one of II or III, p and q are confined to the positions b and
n. Likewise, on one of II or III, p and q are confined to a and n. Thus p
and q are either of type b, n; a, n or of type a, n; b, n.
Suppose for a contradiction that they are both of type a, n; b, n. The
elements p, q, c must occur apart in some relation in E in which a and b
are apart. But consider the position of c relative to a and b in such a rela-
tion. We cannot have c with a, because on II, p and q are by assumption
confined to a and n. We cannot have c with b, because on III, p and q are
confined to b and n. So we must have c at position n and p and q each at
a or b. But then we can move c and contradict the fact that on II (respec-
tively III) p and q are confined to a and n (respectively b and n).
Lemma 1.8 implies that X$ has at most 7 elements, so Scenario 1 cannot
occur if r11. To reduce this bound we consider the seven potential
elements of X$ and connect their behavior on configurations II and III with
their behavior on configuration V. We will refer to these potential elements
as:
q1 , q2 of type b, n; a, n
q3 of type a, n; b, n
q4 of type b, n; a, b
q5 of type a, b; b, n
q6 of type a, b; a, n
q7 of type a, n; a, b.
For convenience in stating the next result, we will refer to q # X$ as being
off-pair on II if q is II-confined to the positions b and n, and off-pair on III
if q is III-confined to the positions a and n. We call q off-triple on V if there
is no relation in E inducing V and placing q with abc.
Lemma 1.9. In Scenario 1, if q # X$ is off-pair on II or III then q is
off-triple on V. If q and t are two elements of X$ and neither is off-pair on
II, then neither is off-triple on V; likewise with II replaced by III.
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Proof. If q occurs with abc in configuration V then moving b (respec-
tively a) shows that q is not off-pair on II (respectively III). This proves the
first statement. For the second, each of q, t is II-confined to two positions,
one of which is with a. So we have a relation in E inducing II in which q
is with a and t is not; when we move b in such a relation, b must join a,
for otherwise t would not be II-confined. So we get a relation inducing V
in which q is with abc, so q is not off-triple on V. Likewise for t.
Proposition 1.10. (i) Scenario 1 cannot occur if r8.
(ii) If Scenario 1 occurs for r=7 then the four elements of X$ are
either q1 , q2 , q4 , q6 or q1 , q2 , q5 , q7 .
(iii) If Scenario 1 occurs for r=6 then the three elements of X$ are
either q1 , q2 , q3 ; q1 , q2 , q5 ; q1 , q2 , q7 ; or q1 , q5 , q7 .
Proof. (i) If r8 then |X$|5, so one of q3 , q5 , q7 must be present.
This element (call it t) is not off-pair on II and not off-pair on III.
We claim that neither q4 nor q6 can be present. If q4 were present it
would be off-pair on II, hence off-triple on V. But neither q4 nor t would
be off-pair on III, so q4 would not be off-triple on V, a contradiction.
A similar argument eliminates q6 .
We next claim that if q3 is present then neither q5 nor q7 can be. Suppose
q3 and q5 are present. Then in any relation inducing II and having neither
of q3 , q5 with ac, q3 and q5 must be apart. Thus in any relation inducing
V and having neither of q3 , q5 with abc, q3 and q5 must be apart (move b).
On the other hand, in any relation inducing III and having neither of q3 , q5
with bc, q3 and q5 must be together. Thus in any relation inducing V and
having neither of q3 , q5 with abc, q3 and q5 must be together (move a). So
we have a contradiction, and a similar argument shows that q3 and q7
cannot both be present.
We have shown that X$ has at most 4 elements, which is a contradiction
if r8.
(ii) If r=7 and none of q3 , q5 , q7 is present then the 4 elements of
X$ are q1 , q2 , q4 , q6 . If one of q3 , q5 , q7 is present then we argue as in (i)
that q4 and q6 are absent, and we see that q3 must be absent lest both q5
and q7 be. So the elements of X$ are q1 , q2 , q5 , q7 .
(iii) If r=6 then w(V)1.5 so there are at least 6 distinct relations
in E inducing V and it is impossible for all 3 elements of X$ to be off-triple
on V. So at least one of q3 , q5 , q7 must be present, by Lemma 1.9. Thus,
as in (i), q4 and q6 are absent. If q3 is present then we see as in (i) that q5
and q7 are absent, so the elements of X$ are q1 , q2 , q3 . If q3 is absent then
the elements of X$ are 3 of q1 , q2 , q5 , q7 , and this completes the proof.
(Note that the possibility q2 , q5 , q7 is the same as q1 , q5 , q7 .)
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The next result contains some facts we need to complete the analysis of
the cases r=7 and r=6. We shall refer to the three positions on IV as
ab, c, and nor.
Lemma 1.11. In Scenario 1:
(i) If q5 is present it occurs both with ab and at nor on IV. Likewise
for q7 . If q1 is present it occurs with c on IV. Likewise for q2 . If q3 is present
it occurs with ab on IV.
(ii) If q5 and q7 are both present then when they occur apart from abc
on V they must be apart from each other.
(iii) Suppose IV is bad. Then if q4 and q6 are both present, neither
occurs with ab on IV. If q1 and q2 are both present one of them does not
occur with ab on IV.
Proof. (i) If q5 is present then by 2-togetherness and movability, q5
must occur with a either on III or on IV, so q5 occurs with a on IV. By
3-apartness and movability, q5 , b, c must occur apart either on II or on IV,
so this happens on IV. The remaining claims are proved similarly.
(ii) If q5 and q7 occurred apart from abc but together with each
other on V then, moving b, we would contradict the behavior of q5 and q7
on II.
(iii) As in (i) we can show that if q4 and q6 are both present then
each occurs both with c and at nor on IV. Thus if IV is bad our first claim
follows. For the second, we note that if each of q1 , q2 occurs with ab on IV
and IV is bad, then as in Lemma 1.9 we can show that neither q1 nor q2
is off-triple on V. But both are, because both are off-pair on II.
Proposition 1.12. The Theorem holds for r=7 in Scenario 1.
Proof. Since II and III are bad, Lemma 1.2(i) guarantees us that there
are at least 2(2r&3&1) distinct relations in E inducing I. Thus if IV is good
we have at least 4(2r&4)&2+8(2r&4)=12(2r&4)&2 relations in E, and
we are done. So assume IV is bad. By Proposition 1.10(ii) we have two
possibilities to consider; we shall show that neither can occur.
If the elements of X$ are q1 , q2 , q5 , q7 then by Lemma 1.11(ii) we can
start with an appropriate relation inducing V and move c to produce a
relation inducing IV in which q5 and q7 are apart from ab and apart from
each other. Since IV is bad this contradicts Lemma 1.11(i).
If the elements of X$ are q1 , q2 , q4 , q6 then by Lemma 1.11(iii) we may
suppose we have a relation in E inducing the partition ab | cq6 | q1q4 . If we
move b in such a relation, b cannot join c because on III q4 is confined to
the positions a and b. So we get a relation in E inducing a | cq6 | bq1q4 . If
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we now move c, c cannot join b because on III q1 is confined to the posi-
tions a and n. So we get a relation inducing ac | q6 | bq1 q4 , but this is
impossible since on II q6 is confined to the positions a and b.
Proposition 1.13. The Theorem holds for r=6 in Scenario 1.
Proof. Since II and III are bad we have w(I )3.5 by Lemmas 1.2(iii)
and 1.3(ii). We also have w(V)1.5. We claim that all 3 elements of X$
roam on IV, so that w(IV)3.5 and w(E)12.5, concluding the proof.
Proposition 1.10(iii) allows four possibilities for the elements of X$. For
the remainder of this argument we denote the element qi # X$ by i, for
simplicity.
First suppose that X$=[1, 2, t], where t=3, 5 or 7.
Now if one of 1 or 2 does not occur with ab on IV, say 1 does not. We
have a relation inducing a1 | bc | 2, by the behavior of 1 and 2 on III, and
if we move b it cannot join a because 1 does not occur with ab on IV. So
we get a1 | c | b2. If we now move c it can’t join b because 2 can’t occur
with bc on III. So we get ac1 | b2, contradicting the fact that 1 can’t occur
with ac on II.
Thus each of 1 and 2 occurs with ab on IV. If we start with a relation
inducing IV and having 1 with ab but 2 and t not with ab, and we move
c, c cannot join ab because 1 is off-triple on V. Thus 2 and t achieve both
positions c and nor on IV. Since t also occurs with ab on IV by Lemma
1.11(i) we conclude that 2 and t roam on IV. Repeating the argument with
1 and 2 interchanged, so does 1. This completes the proof for X$=[1, 2, t].
Now suppose X$=[1, 5, 7]. Then we cannot have the relation
c57 | 1b | a in E, for if we did we could not move c: moving c to join b
would violate the behavior of 1 on III and moving c to join a would violate
the behavior of 5 on II. On the other hand we do have the relation
ac57 | b1 in E, so when we move a in this relation we must get c57 | ab1.
Thus, with Lemma 1.11(i), we see that 5 and 7 roam on IV and that 1
occurs both with c and with ab on IV. If 1 also roams on IV then we are
done, so suppose for a contradiction that 1 is IV-confined to the positions
ab and c. Returning to c57 | ab1 and moving c, c cannot join ab because
1 is off-triple on V, so we get 57 | ab1 | c. If we move 1 it must join c so
we get 57 | ab | c1. If we now move c it cannot join ab, by Lemma 1.11(ii),
so we get c57 | ab | 1, contradicting the supposed behavior of 1 on IV.
Scenario 2. II and I are bad.
The treatment of this scenario is somewhat simpler. For example, we can
deal easily with r=6 and r=7.
Proposition 1.14. The Theorem holds for r=6 and r=7 in Scenario 2.
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Proof. Since II and I are bad each of III and IV has weight at least 3.5
by Lemmas 1.2(iii) and 1.3(ii). Thus w(E)12 and we are done if r=7. If
r=6 then w(V)1.5 so w(E)12.5 and we are done.
For r8 we observe as before that each q # X$ is of one of six types,
depending on the positions (a, b, or n) to which q is confined on II and I.
We indicate the II-positions first, to parallel the Scenario 1 discussion as
closely as possible.
Lemma 1.15. In Scenario 2:
(i) X$ cannot contain 3 elements of the same type. If two elements of
X$ have the same type they must both be of type b, n; a, n.
(ii) X$ contains no elements of type b, n; a, b or a, b; b, n.
Proof. (i) The first statement is proved as for Scenario 1. For the
second, if p, q # X$ have the same type then we show as before that they are
either of type b, n; a, n or of type a, n; b, n. To rule out type a, n; b, n in the
present setting we observe that p, q, c must occur apart in some relation in
E in which b and c are apart, hence in a relation inducing either II or I.
But if p and q are of type a, n; b, n then in any such relation one of p or
q is with c.
(ii) Any p # X$ must occur with c in some relation in E having c and
b apart, hence in a relation inducing II or I. Thus p cannot be of type
b, n; a, b. On the other hand, the elements p, b, c must occur apart in some
relation having a and b apart. But where can c be in such a relation, sup-
posing that p is of type a, b; b, n? It is not with b, and it cannot be with
a because on II p is with a or b so with c at a we would have each of p, b, c
in one of the two positions a or b. Likewise, with c in position n we would
have p with b or n, so each of p, b, c would be in one of the two positions
b or n.
Lemma 1.15 implies that X$ has at most 5 elements, and we refer to these
potential elements as
p1 , p2 of type b, n; a, n
p3 of type a, n; b, n
p4 of type a, b; a, n
p5 of type a, n; a, b.
Proposition 1.16. Scenario 2 cannot occur if r9. If r=8 then the
Theorem holds in Scenario 2.
Proof. The first statement is clear since if r9 then | X$ | 6.
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If r=8 then all 5 potential elements p1 , ..., p5 are present. Considering
the behavior of p1 , ..., p5 on II and using the argument in the proof of
Lemma 1.9 we see that p1 and p2 are off-triple on V, while for any
x, y # [ p3 , p4 , p5] we have a relation in E inducing V in which x and y are
both with abc. It follows by movability that for any nonempty subset T of
[ p3 , p4 , p5] we have a relation inducing V in which the elements of T are
precisely those elements of [ p3 , p4 , p5] that are not with abc. For each of
the 7 possibilities for T we get 4 distinct relations on V by moving p1 and
p2 , so we have at least 28 distinct relations inducing V. Since I and II are
bad we have at least 4(2r&4)&2 distinct relations on each of III and IV,
by Lemma 1.2(i). So altogether we have at least 28+12(2r&4)&4
=13.5(2r&4) distinct relations in E, and we are done.
2. CASE II
In this case 3-apartness holds but 2-togetherness fails. We must deal with
r5.
We begin with a general result that has nothing to do with 2-together-
ness or 3-apartness. This result will be all we need to prove the Theorem
for odd r in Case II, and it will also be useful in dealing with even r.
Let X and E=E1 _ E2 be as in the statement of the Theorem. Let
X*X, | X* | =r*1. Let E*1 and E*2 denote the multisets of equivalence
relations induced on X* by the members of E1 and E2 respectively, and let
E*=E*1 _ E*2 . Let m* be the cardinality of the largest class occurring in
the relations in E*.
Lemma 2.1. E* contains at least 2r*&1&1 distinct nontrivial relations
unless r*=4 and m*=2, in which case E* contains at least 2r*&1&2=6
distinct nontrivial relations.
Proof. If m*=r* then we have a relation in which all of the elements
of X* occur together in one class. From such a relation we may produce
2r*&1&1 distinct nontrivial relations in E* by fixing x* # X* and choosing
which nonempty subset of X*&[x*] we wish to move away from x*.
If m*=r*&1 then we have a relation with X* split as A _ [b], with
| A | =m*. Fix a # A. For any nonempty subset of A&[a] that we move
away from a, we get two nontrivial relations in E* by moving or not mov-
ing b. Moving none of A&[a] yields another nontrivial relation, so we
have at least (2r*&2&1)2+1=2r*&1&1 of them.
Henceforth we assume that r*&m*2. Starting with any relation R in
E* with a class of cardinality m*, we may empty out one of the other two
R-classes (by moving its elements) and obtain a relation with X* split as
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A _ T, where | A | =m*, | T | =r*&m*2 (and m*2). Choosing a # A
and writing A as the disjoint union [a] _ S, we may argue as in the
preceding paragraph to show that we have at least
(2m*&1&1)2r*&m*+2r*&m*&1=2r*&1&2r*&m*&1
nontrivial relations in E*, where this counts 2r*&m* relations with all of S
apart from a. If r*=4 and m*=2 this proves the assertion of the Lemma.
Henceforth we assume m*3, and under this assumption we claim that
the number of distinct relations in E* with S apart from a is in fact at least
2r*&m*+2r*&m*&1, so the total number of nontrivial relations in E* is at
least 2r*&1.
To see this, write X* as T | a, S | ,, where | S | 2 and we write a, S in
place of [a] _ S. By moving a and any subset of T we wish, we get 2r*&m*
relations with S apart from a and the elements of S all together. Assuming
our claim is false, then, there are at most 2r*&m*&1&1 relations with S
apart from a and S not all together. But given any one such relation we can
produce 2r*&m* of them by moving elements of T, so:
There are no relations in E* with S
apart from a and S not all together. (V)
For the remainder of this argument call a relation apart if, in it, S is
apart from a. Starting with the relation T | a, S | , and moving a subset of
T, all of the elements of this subset must go to the empty class because a, S
already has m* elements. We may thus achieve any partition of T into two
(not necessarily nonempty) pieces, and then move a, producing 2r*&m*&1
apart relations in which no member of T is with S. We assert that there are
at least (r*&m*)2r*&m*&12r*&m* (since r*&m*2) apart relations in
which exactly one member of T is with S. To show this we must only
produce for given t # T one apart relation in which t is with S, for then by
moving the other r*&m*&1 elements of T (not possibly to S _ [t], which
already has m* elements) we get 2r*&m*&1 of them.
To produce the desired relation for t, start with T | a, S | , and move t,
necessarily producing T&[t] | a, S | t. Now move an element of s of S. If
s goes with t, then when we move the rest of S apart from a it must all go
with s by (V), and we’re done. So suppose s goes with T&[t] and we have
s, T&[t] | a, S&[s] | t.
Now move t. If t goes with s, T&[t] and we then move S&[s], S&[s]
must go with s by (V), so we have the class S _ T, which has at least m*+1
elements, an impossibility. So t goes with a, S&[s] and we have
s, T&[t] | a, t, S&[s] | ,.
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Now move a, necessarily to join s by (*) and the fact that | S | 2,
producing
a, s, T&[t] | t, S&[s] | ,.
Finally move s, necessarily to join S&[s] by (V) and the fact that
| S | 2. This yields the desired relation.
Proposition 2.2. The Theorem holds for odd r when 2-togetherness fails.
Proof. Let x, y # X be such that x and y never occur in the same class
in any relation in E. Let X*=X&[x, y] and by Lemma 2.1 take 2r&3&1
distinct nontrivial relations in E*. For any of these, say R, we start with
any relation in E that induces R and produce 6 such relations in E by mov-
ing x and y (since x and y never occur together in the same class). Thus
we obtain 6(2r&3&1) distinct relations in E.
For the remainder of this section we assume r is even. We fix two
elements x and y in X that never occur in the same class in any relation
in E, and we let X$=X&[x, y].
Proposition 2.3. If X$ contains two elements s and t such that s and t
never occur in the same class in any relation E, then the Theorem holds for
even r in Case II.
Proof. Let X*=X$&[s, t]. Then by Lemma 2.1 the relations in E
induce at least 2r&5&1 distinct nontrivial relations on X*, if r{8. For
each of these we may position x, y, s, t in 62 ways, so we get at least
9(2r&3&4) distinct relations in E. For r10 this is at least 7(2r&3)&6, so
we are done. For r=8 Lemma 2.1 guarantees us at least 6 distinct non-
trivial relations in E*, so we get at least 62 } 6 distinct relations in E.
Suppose r=6 and X*=[u, v]. We claim that there must be a relation
in E in which u and v occur in the same class. For if not we have the rela-
tion x, s, u | y, t, v | , in, say, E1 . When we move x, then y, then x again we
must get successively the relations s, u | y, t, v | x in E2 , y, s, u | t, v | x in E1 ,
and y, s, u | x, t, v in E2 . Repeating this with the pairs s, t and u, v we arrive
at the relation y, t, v | x, s, u | , in E2 . But this is the relation we started
with in E1 , a contradiction.
We may now produce 3 } 6 distinct relations in E having u and v
together, and 6 } 6 having u and v apart. So we have at least 54 distinct rela-
tions, which is greater than 7(2r&3)&6 for r=6.
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Proposition 2.4. If the elements of X$ satisfy 2-togetherness and there
exist three elements a, b, c # X$ that occur in the same class in some relation
in E then the Theorem holds for even r in Case II.
Proof. By 3-apartness each of the configurations I-V of Case I is
induced by some relation in E. Letting r$=r&2, and letting E$ consist of
the relations induced on X$ by the relations in E, E$ induces at least 2r$&4
distinct nontrivial relations on configuration V and at least 2(2r$&4) on
each of IIV. If some element of X"=X$&[a, b, c] roams on II or III then
we get at least 10(2r$&4) distinct nontrivial relations in E$, so we have at
least 6(10)(2r$&4)=15(2r&4) distinct relations in E, which concludes the
proof.
Suppose now that no element of X" roams on II or III. Since the
elements of X$ satisfy 2-togetherness, and 3-apartness holds, we see that
every element of X" roams on the nontrivial partition of [a, b]. Thus the
arguments for Lemmas 1.1(ii) and 1.2(i), with a, b, c in place of x, y, z in
those arguments, show that we have at least 2(2r$&3&1) distinct relations
in E$ inducing I, all necessarily nontrivial. So we have at least 11(2r$&4)&2
nontrivial relations in E$ and thus at least 6[11(2r$&4)&2] distinct rela-
tions in E. This is 16.5(2r&4)&12, so it will suffice to show (even if r=8)
that
16.5(2r&4)&1214(2r&4)&6.
But this is true, since r6.
Proposition 2.5. The Theorem holds in Case II.
Proof. By the preceding propositions we need only consider the case
where X$ satisfies 2-togetherness and no three elements of X$ occur in the
same class in any relation in E, and thus r=6. We claim that this case can-
not occur. For if it does we have by movability a relation T | x, u | y, v in
E1 , say, where T consists of two elements of X$. Since neither u nor v can
join T, if we move in succession the elements x, y, x, u, v we arrive at a
relation that must be in E2 but is the same as the relation we started with
in E1 , a contradiction.
3. CASE III
In this case 3-apartness fails. We let MX be a fixed set of largest
possible cardinality such that the elements of M never lie in 3 distinct
classes, and let m=|M|, m3. Note that mr&1 since we are assuming
that some relation in E actually has three nonempty classes.
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Lemma 3.1. Consider nontrivial partitions of M as M=A _ B and
M=C _ D. If we have a relation R in E that induces the partition
M=A _ B of M, then by moving only elements of M we may obtain from
R a relation R$ in E in which A is replaced by C and B is replaced by D. If
C=B and D=A then the relations R and R$ lie in the same Ei iff m is even.
Proof. Whenever we have a relation in E inducing a nontrivial partition
of M as M0 _ M1 , at least one Mj must have |Mj |2. When we move an
element from this Mj it can only go to M1& j . Using this observation the
Lemma follows easily.
Proposition 3.2. The Theorem holds in Case III if m=r&1 or
m=r&2.
Proof. First suppose m=r&1. If we write X=M _ [x] then we have
in E a relation A | B | x, where M=A _ B is a nontrivial partition of M.
By Lemma 3.1 we can move all the elements of M and arrive back at the
same relation, so m must be even. Thus r must be odd, and we need to
show that there are at least 6(2r&3&1) distinct relations in E. The number
of nontrivial partitions of M is 2r&2&1, and it will suffice to show that x
roams on every such partition. But starting with A | B | x we may move x
to place it with either A or B, and then by Lemma 3.1 we may switch A
and B to place x with the other. We obtain the same result for any non-
trivial partition M=C _ D by starting with A | B | x and using Lemma 3.1
to obtain C | D | x.
Now suppose m=r&2 and the elements of X&M are x and y. Then as
above we can show that x roams on each of the 2r&3&1 nontrivial parti-
tions of M, and moving y shows that we have at least 6(2r&3&1) distinct
relations in E. So we are done if r is odd. Assume r is even; it will suffice
to show that we have at least 7(2r&3)&6 distinct relations in E.
For any nontrivial partition M=A _ B we have relations A | x, B | y
and x, A | B | y in E, and since m is even both of these are in the same Ei .
Thus by moving x in one of these relations we can obtain the relation
A | B | x, y. We also have relations A | y, B | x and y, A | B | x, and two
relations in which each of x, y is with one of A, B. So we have at least
7(2r&3&1) distinct relations in E; if there is also a relation in which all the
elements of M are in the same class we are done.
So assume the elements of M never occur all together. Then if z # M and
we start with the two relations
M&[z] | z | x, y and x, M&[z] | z | y
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and move z in each, we must get
M&[z] | z, x, y | , and x, M&[z] | z, y | ,.
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that for every nontrivial partition M=A _ B we
in fact have four distinct relations in which each of x, y is with one of A, B.
So we now have at least 9(2r&3&1) distinct relations in E, and we are
done.
For the remainder of the paper we assume mr&3. We let L be a fixed
subset of X of largest possible cardinality such that there is a relation in E
inducing A | B | L, where M=A _ B is a nontrivial partition of M. We let
K=X&(M _ L) and note that in any relation inducing A | B | L the
elements of K must lie in the classes containing A and B. We let |L|=l1
and |K|=k0, so that m+l+k=r.
Lemma 3.3. m+k is even, and l has the same parity as r.
Proof. If we start with a relation Y | Z | L, where Y _ Z=M _ K and
M is partitioned nontrivially, then by choice of M and L we may move all
the elements of M _ K without any of them joining L, and we thus arrive
at the same relation Z | Y | L. Considering which of E1 , E2 this relation is
in, we see that |M _ K| must be even. The assertion about l then follows.
For any nontrivial partition M=A _ B and any subset L$ of L we can
obtain a relation in which M is partitioned as A _ B and the elements of
L that occur with elements of M are precisely those of L$. If L${, we can
furthermore choose x # L$ and specify with which of A, B x occurs (by
Lemma 3.1). Then moving the elements of K we get
[2m&1&1][(2l&1)2+1][2k]=(2m&1&1)(2l+1&1)(2k) (V)
distinct relations in E in which M is partitional nontrivially, where we have
chosen a fixed partition P0 of L between the two classes of a nontrivial par-
tition M=A _ B and for each L$ we have counted only relations using the
partition of L$ induced by P0 .
Subcase IIIA. The relations in E induce another partition P1 of L
between the classes of a nontrivial partition M=A _ B.
In this case l2 and we have two elements u, v of L that occur together
in one of P0 , P1 and apart in the other. Among all relations in E inducing
M=A _ B and positioning u, v relative to each other in M as in P1 , take
one, R, in which as many elements of L as possible, say j, occur apart from
M. If L1 is the subset of L remaining with M in R then we may move the
elements of L1&[u, v] at will, keeping them with M, and thus for every
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subset S of L containing L1 we get 2l& j&2 relations positioning u, v as in
P1 and such that S is precisely the subset of L occurring with M. There are
2 j such subsets S, and thus we add (2l& j&2)(2 j) relations to our previous
count for every choice of a partition M=A _ B, specification of which of
A or B is to be with u, and placement of the elements of K. So our count
is now
(2m&1&1)(2l+1&1)(2k)+(2m&1&1)(2)(2k)(2l&2)
=2k(2m&1&1)(2l+1+2l&1&1)
=2r&2k+l+1+2k(2m&1&1)(2l&1&1), (VV)
and it will suffice to show that this is at least 2r&2 } 2r&3&6, where the
factor 2 is present iff r is odd. So we need
&2k+l+1+2k(2m&1&1)(2l&1&1)&2 } 2r&3&6.
The first term on the left is &2r&m+1 so this is clear if m4. For
m=3, k+l+1=r&2, so what we need is
&2r&2+2k(3)(2l&1&1)&2 } 2r&3&6.
If r is odd this is clear, so assume r is even and we need
&2r&2+3(2k+l&1&2k)&2r&3&6, i.e.,
3(2k+l&1&2k)2k+l&6, i.e.,
2k+l&13(2k)&6.
If l3 this is clear, so since l is even by Lemma 3.3, assume l=2. (Alter-
natively, we have l2 in Subcase IIIA.) Then what we need becomes
62k.
If k2 this is true. For k3 we assert that we can augment our original
counts of relations because there are in E at least 2k+1 relations in which
all of the elements of M occur in the same class.
For if z # M we have in E a relation M&[z]|z, K | L. When we move z
in this relation it cannot join L, for |K|>|L| and |L| is the largest number
of elements of X that can occur apart from M with M partitioned non-
trivially. So we get the relation M | K | L, and then fixing M and one ele-
ment of L and moving the k+1 remaining elements of X produces the
2k+1 relations we seek.
Subcase IIIB. The relations of E induce only one partition P0 of L
between the classes of a nontrivial partition M=A _ B.
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Lemma 3.4. If R is a relation in E inducing a nontrivial partition
M=A _ B and L$ is a nonempty subset of L, then we can by moving only
elements of L obtain from R a relation R* in E in which the elements of L
occurring with M are precisely those of L$.
Proof. We start with R and move all the elements of L that are not
with M. Using the defining property of Subcase IIIB and the fact that
L${,, when we then move the elements of L&L$ they must all leave M.
We now consider two scenarios depending on whether or not k is at least 2.
Scenario 1. k2.
In this scenario we augment our original count (V) of relations by adding
more relations for every nonempty L$L. Let P be a partition of M _ L
induced by some relation in E, in which M is partitioned nontrivially as
M=A _ B and in which the elements of L occurring with M are precisely
those of L$. We assert that if w # K then w roams on P. For take another
element y # K. Then by the maximality of m we have a relation R in E in
which M is partitioned as M=A _ B and y is with neither A nor B. From
R we obtain by Lemma 3.4 a relation R* in which the elements of L
occurring with M are precisely those of L$. Then by Lemma 3.1 and the
defining property of Subcase IIIB we obtain from R* a relation inducing
P in which y is with neither A nor B. In such a relation w cannot occur
with y, for if it did we could by the defining property of Subcase IIIB move
all but one element of L$ to join w and y, and we would then have at least
l+1 elements not with M, contradicting the maximality of l. So by
moving w we see that w occurs both with A and with B on P, and as for
y we see that w also occurs with neither A nor B on P.
So w does roam on P, and we have in E at least 3 } 2k&1 distinct relations
inducing P, whereas in our original count (V) we only counted 2k. Since we
may choose L$ and P in (2l&1)(2m&1&1)2 ways this adds at least
(2m&1&1) 2(2l&1)(2k&1) relations to our count in (V), and since this
additional number is easily seen to be at least as large as the second term
in (VV) we can proceed as in Subcase IIIA to conclude the proof for
Scenario 1.
Scenario 2. k1.
If k=0 then, using only our original count of relations in (V), it will
suffice to show that
(2m&1&1)(2l+1&1)2r&2 } 2r&3&6,
so, using l+m=r, we need &2r&m+1&2m&1+1&2 } 2r&3&6.
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If r is odd we need &2r&m+1&2m&1 &2r&2&7. But this is true
because each term on the left is at least &2r&3. For the first term this
results from the fact that since k=0, m must be even by Lemma 3.3, so
since m3 we have m4. For the second term we use the fact that
mr&3.
If r is even we need &2r&m+1&2m&1 &2r&3&7. Since m must be
even, mr&3 implies mr&4, and m3 implies m4. So we are done
unless m=4, in which case what we need becomes, unfortunately,
&8&7. But we can finish the proof by adding one more relation to our
original count using
Lemma 3.5. In Subcase IIIB, if r is even then E contains a relation in
which the elements of M all occur together.
Proof. Since r is even so is l, so l2. Thus we may start with a rela-
tion inducing a nontrivial partition of L=C _ D and move the elements of
M into the two classes containing C and D. If the Lemma is false then this
must produce a nontrivial partition of M, so in P0 , L is partitioned non-
trivially. On the other hand for t # M we have a relation inducing
M&[t] | t | L, and if the Lemma is false then when we move t it must join
L, showing that in P0 , L is partitioned trivially. This contradiction con-
cludes the proof.
For the remainder of the paper we assume k=1 and thus that m is odd.
Using only our original count (V), what we now need to show is
(2m&1&1)(2)(2l+1&1)2r&2 } 2r&3&6,
or, using l+1=r&m, &2m&2r&m+1&2 } 2r&3&8.
If r is odd we need &2m&2r&m+1&2r&2&8. Since m is odd,
mr&3 implies mr&4, so we are done if m5. But for m=3 we are
also done.
Assume for the remainder of the paper that r is even. We need
&2m&2r&m+1&2r&3&8. (VVV)
This is true unless either m=r&3 or mr&5 and m=3. We now con-
sider these two situations.
The Situation m=r&3.
Let L=[u, v] and K=[w].
We have a relation in E in which M is partitioned nontrivially, u and v
occur with M, and w does not. If we move either u or v then it joins w, by
the defining property of Subcase IIIB. Thus each of [w, u] and [w, v] is
acceptable as an alternative choice for L; if either of these choices falls into
Subcase IIIA then we deduce that the theorem holds for E. So we may
assume that both [w, u] and [w, v] fall into Subcase IIIB and therefore
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that there is only one partition P+0 of [u, v, w] induced by all the relations
in E that partition M nontrivially and place u, v, w with M.
We now aim to show that there are at least 8 distinct relations in E in
which the elements of M all occur together, and thus our count (V) can be
increased by 8 and (VVV) holds when m=r&3. We start with the fact that
for any of the three possible partitions of [u, v, w] as x, y | z, there is a
relation in E inducing x, y | z; we consider what happens when we move
the elements of M into the two classes containing z and x, y.
First suppose that we get x, y, M | z | , in some instance. Then when we
move z to produce a different relation we must get x, y, z, M | , | ,, and
therefore we can produce the 8 desired relations by choosing which subset
of [x, y, z] we wish to keep with M.
So we can assume that in each of the three instances we either get
x, y, |M, z | , or we get M partitioned nontrivially.
Suppose there is a choice of z for which the relation x, y | M, z | , is not
in E. Then by the preceding paragraph P+0 is x, y | z. If we take t # M, we
have in E1 , say, the relation
z, M&[t] | t, x | y.
If we move x and then y we can only get z, M&[t] | t, y | x by the uniqueness
of P+0 (and this relation is in E1). If moving t yields z, M | y | x, then moving x
must yield z, x, M | y | ,, by our choice of z, and then we get the 8 desired rela-
tions, as shown above. So we are done unless moving t yields z, M&[t] | y | t, x
in E2 . But this is the relation we started with in E1 , a contradiction.
So we may assume that for each choice of z we have the relation
x, y | M, z | , in E. If moving x produces y | M, z, x | , then we are done
as above, so we can assume it produces y | M, z | x and thus we have in E
six distinct relations in which exactly one of u, v, w occurs with all of M.
On the other hand, consider what happens when we start with
x, y | M, z | , and move z. If for every choice of z we get x, y | M | z then
we have three distinct relations in which none of u, v, w occurs with all of
M, and we have the 8 relations we seek. Suppose on the other hand that
we get the relation x, y, z | M | , in E1 , say, and p, q # M. Then moving
elements of M produces either
x, y, z, p | M&[ p] | , or x, y, z | q | M&[q].
In the second case, if moving q forces it to rejoin the rest of M then we get
x, y, z | , | M in E2 (since m is odd) instead of E1 , so in any case we get a
relation x, y, z, t | M&[t] | , with t # M. By Lemma 3.1 this yields a rela-
tion x, y, z, M&[s] | s | , with s # M, and then to move s and produce a
different relation we must get x, y, z, M | , | ,. From this we can as before
produce the 8 relations we seek.
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The Situation mr&5 and m=3.
We have k=1. Since mr&5, l4. We know l is even.
We can argue much as we did at the beginning of the treatment of the
situation m=r&3 that we may assume that there is only one partition P+0
of K _ L induced by all the relations in E that partition M nontrivially and
place the elements of K _ L with M.
If l6 then one of the two classes in P+0 has at least 4 elements. But
this is impossible since m=3 and therefore for any 4 elements of X we have
a relation in E in which these 4 elements fall into three nonempty classes
and M is partitioned nontrivially.
So we have l=4 and r=8, and to establish (VVV) we need to augment
our original count of relations by 32. We assert that there are at least 32
relations in E in which all the elements of M occur together. We will call
such relations ‘‘together’’ relations.
As observed above, neither class in P+0 can contain 4 elements, so say
P+0 is s, t | x, y, z. If d # M we have a relation
s, t, x | d | y, z, M&[d]
in E. When we move d it cannot join s, t, x, by the nature of P+0 . So we
get s, t, x | y, z, M, and then moving s andor t we get 4 together relations
in which y, z are precisely the elements of [x, y, z] occurring with M.
Likewise we get 4 for x, z and 4 for x, y. Moving one of x, y, z away from
M in each of these sets of 4 relations produces 12 together relations in
which exactly one of x, y, z occurs with M.
We can also start with the relation
s, x, y, z | d | t, M&[d]
in E and move d, necessarily getting s, x, y, z | t, M. When we move x, y, z
none of them can join t, M (if it did we could then move d and contradict
the nature of P+0 ), so we get 8 together relations in which none of x, y, z
occurs with M. We could produce more, in which s rather than t occurs
with M, but we don’t need them.
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